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Revenue Management Forecasting Aggregation Analysis Tool

Abstract
The RMFAA tool is designed to help hoteliers identify the best level of aggregation to use in their revenue management forecasts of room demand. Hotel revenue managers (or revenue management systems) typically forecast the number of arriving guests (i.e., demand), for each day of arrival, for each length of stay, and each rate class. In making these forecasts, you have four options. First, you can forecast the total number of arrivals for a day and then break that number into length-of-stay and rate classes using historical proportions (i.e., full aggregation). Second, you can forecast the total number of arrivals for a particular day in each rate class and then break that number into lengths-of-stay using historical proportions (i.e., aggregation by rate class only). Third, you can forecast the total number of arrivals for a given day in each length of stay and then break that number into rate classes using historical proportions (i.e., aggregation by length of stay only). Finally, you can develop independent forecasts of the total number of arrivals for a day for each length-of-stay and rate class (i.e., no aggregation). Based on the data you provide, the RMFAA tool determines which of these forecasting approaches works best for your property. To use the tool with something other than the sample data it contains, you'll need to provide the historical numbers of arrivals, by day, by length of stay, and rate class. Ideally, you should use unconstrained demand information (i.e., requests) and have two or more years of data.

**Version 1.0.1, released on January 12, 2010, fixed several bugs in the initial version of the tool. To use the new version, you will need to do two things: 1) install the new application file, and 2) copy the data from the earlier version of the spreadsheet into the new version of the spreadsheet.**
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Overview of the RMFAA Tool

The RMFAA tool is designed to help hoteliers identify the best level of aggregation to use in their revenue management forecasts of room demand. Hotel revenue managers (or revenue management systems) typically forecast the number of arriving guests (i.e., demand), for each day of arrival, for each length of stay, and each rate class. If, for example, a property tracks lengths of stay from one to seven nights, and five rate classes, that would require 35 forecasts for each day of arrival.

In making these forecasts, you have four options. First, you can forecast the total number of arrivals for a day and then break that number into length-of-stay and rate classes using historical proportions (i.e., full aggregation). Second, you can forecast the total number of arrivals for a particular day in each rate class and then break that number into lengths-of-stay using historical proportions (i.e., aggregation by rate class only). Third, you can forecast the total number of arrivals for a given day in each length of stay and then break that number into rate classes using historical proportions (i.e., aggregation by length of stay only). Finally, you can develop independent forecasts of the total number of arrivals for a day for each length-of-stay and rate class (i.e., no aggregation).

Based on the data you provide, the RMFAA tool determines which of these forecasting approaches works best for your property. To use the tool with something other than the sample data it contains, you’ll need to provide the historical numbers of arrivals, by day, by length of stay, and rate class. Ideally, you should use unconstrained demand information (i.e., requests) and have two or more years of data.

Getting Started

Three steps are necessary to use the RMFAA tool:

- You must run the “Rev Mgt Forecasting Disaggregation Tool.exe” file. This file installs the portion of the tool that develops the forecasts (and is much faster than a comparable Excel macro).
- You must specify the data within the Excel spreadsheet.
- You must click one of the “Run” buttons you will find in the spreadsheet. This will open the interface that allows you to specify which forecasting models to evaluate.
Data Requirements

The RMFAA tool requires that you specify both parameters and the historical data that will be used to evaluate the forecasting methods:

**Parameters.** The required parameters can be found on the “Parameters” sheet, as illustrated in Exhibit 1. These parameters can also be changed in the forecasting interface, which you will see after clicking any of the “Run” buttons in the spreadsheet. The parameters you must specify are: the number of lengths of stay being evaluated, the number of rate classes, the number of days for which you have historical data, the number of days of data to be used to initialize the forecasting parameters, and the number of days ahead to forecast. In addition, you can provide identifying labels for each of the rate classes. All of these values can be entered directly in column B of the “Parameters” worksheet.

**Historical Data.** You must specify the historical data on the “LOS x” sheets, where x represents the particular length of stay (i.e., a number between 1 and 7). A specific example of one of the LOS worksheets is illustrated in Exhibit 2. Each entry in the LOS worksheet should represent an historical demand value. For example, the values of 3, 7, 4, 12, and 14 shown in row 5 in Exhibit 2 are the historical demand values on day 3 for rate classes 1 through 5, respectively.
Once the parameters have been set, and the historical data provided, it is time to open the Aggregation interface form, which you can do by clicking on any of the "Run" buttons found in the spreadsheet. The form itself is illustrated in Exhibit 3, while the information specified in this form is described in the next sections.

### Aggregation/Disaggregation Options

The RMFAA tool evaluates the four aggregation-disaggregation options, as shown in the four boxes on the right side of the interface form shown in Exhibit 3:

1. **No aggregation.** With this option, forecasts are performed independently for each combination of rate class and length of stay for each arrival day.

2. **Aggregate by Length of Stay.** Here, forecasts are done for each length of stay for each arrival day. These forecasts are then broken into each combination of rate class and length of stay using the historical proportion for the rate class under the particular length of stay.

3. **Aggregate by Rate Class.** With this option, forecasts are done for each rate class for each arrival day. These forecasts are then broken into each combination of rate class and length of stay using the historical proportion for the length of stay under the particular rate class.

4. **Full Aggregation.** Here, forecasts are done for the day as a whole, and then broken into each combination of rate class and length of stay using the historical proportion for that combination.
Forecasting Models

The RMFAA tool will evaluate three different methods of forecasting for each level of aggregation. The forecasting methods are specified in the interface form within each aggregation option. Two of the forecasting methods can be implemented with a wide variety of specific parameter values:

1. **Naïve.** The naïve forecasting method simply uses the last demand value as the next forecast.

2. **Exponential Smoothing.** Exponential smoothing is a form of weighted moving average. It uses a single parameter, alpha, which ranges from 0 to 1. Higher values of alpha place more emphasis on recent data and so are better when the mean demand has recently changed. Low values of alpha put less emphasis on recent data, and so are appropriate for situations where there is random variation around a stable average.

3. **Double Exponential Smoothing.** Double exponential smoothing is a form of averaging that incorporates a trend component. It uses two parameters, alpha and beta, which each range from 0 to 1. Alpha works the same way it does in exponential smoothing. Higher values of beta place more emphasis on recent data and so are better when the trend has recently changed. Low values of beta put less emphasis on recent data, and so are appropriate for situations where there is random variation around a stable trend.

Error Measures

The RMFAA tool allows you to select one of five error measures, which is done in the bottom left portion of the interface form shown in Exhibit 3. The forecasting method that yields the lowest error, for the selected error measure, is the one used to generate the future demand forecasts. The error measures are:

1. **MAD, or Mean Absolute Deviation.** This the average value of the absolute errors.

2. **MSE, or Mean Squared Error.** This is the average of each of the squared error values.

3. **Combined.** This measure equals MAD+MSE+the absolute value of the bias (which measures whether the forecast is consistently too high or too low).

4. **MAPE, or Mean Absolute Percentage Error.** This averages the absolute values of errors, expressed as a percentage of the actual demand.

5. **MdRAE, or Median Relative Absolute Error.** This measures the error as a proportion of the error for a naïve forecast (where a naïve forecast is simply the last actual demand).
### Results

Running the analysis yields the following results, which are found on the “Results” sheet, and illustrated in Exhibit 4:

1. **Forecasting methods**, ordered from best to worst, based on the error measure you specified, which are listed in column A.

2. **Error measures**, for each of the combinations of forecasting models and aggregation/disaggregation options you had selected, which are listed in columns B-F.

3. **Highlighting the best value** of the error measure you had specified, for the best performing forecasting model (row 2, in one of columns B-F, corresponding to the error criterion you had selected).

4. **Forecasts** for the number of future days you specified (in columns H through J+ and rows 3+). These forecasts are made using the best-performing forecasting method.

### RMFAA Tool Limitations

As with any analysis tool, the RMFAA tool has limitations:

- It is limited to 7 lengths-of-stay.
- It is limited to 5 rate classes.
- It does not implement any forecasting methods that use booking curve data (e.g., pickup methods). It develops the forecasts using only the full set of historical data.

### Errors, Questions or Suggestions

If you experience any errors while using the tool, if you have any questions about its use, or have suggestions for enhancements, please contact Professor Gary M. Thompson, at gmt1[at]cornell.edu.
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